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Executive Summary 

1. The Legal Services Board (“LSB”) is the oversight regulator for legal services. It is 

responsible for regulating ten approved regulators of legal services as well as the 

regulatory bodies to which some of them have delegated their regulatory 

functions. The LSB was established by the Legal Services Act 2007 (“the Act”), 

which provides that in discharging its functions, the LSB must comply with and 

thus promote eight regulatory objectives. 

2. The Act offers approved regulators a great deal of flexibility in designing their own 

regulatory arrangements. This flexibility is reflected in the fact that the only 

approval needed by regulators before proceeding is that provided by the LSB. We 

also reflect this flexibility in how we assess regulators’ applications for approval 

and requests for exemptions of alterations to their regulatory arrangements. 

‘Regulatory arrangements’ includes an approved regulator’s rules, regulations and 

arrangements which apply to regulated persons. 

3. Approved regulators applying to the LSB for approval of alterations to their 

regulatory arrangements must do so in accordance rules with made by the LSB. 

This consultation seeks views on the LSB’s draft Applications to Alter Regulatory 

Arrangements Rules (“draft Rules”) and the accompanying draft statutory 

Guidance, which are to replace the current Rules and Guidance. 

4. The draft Rules and Guidance, reflect the principle we are pursuing that in 

exercising their regulatory functions, the approved regulators should take full 

ownership of the regulatory objectives set out in the Act and, so far as is 

reasonably practicable, put them at the centre of their regulatory decision-making 

when seeking approval. 

5. The draft Rules and Guidance are intended to provide a clear framework for the 

requirements for approved regulators and their regulatory bodies seeking the 

LSB’s approval of alterations to their regulatory arrangements, to achieve the 

following outcomes: 

• Focus on regulatory objectives: applications demonstrate that approved 

regulators have taken ownership of ensuring that proposed alterations are 

explicitly and demonstrably focused on complying with and thus promoting 

the regulatory objectives and making changes that are in the public 

interest. 

• Impact of alterations: approved regulators’ applications and the LSB’s 

assessment and consideration of them focus on substantive issues 

impacting on the regulatory objectives, regulated persons, consumers and 

stakeholders. Specific emphasis should be placed on the impact on 
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diversity and inclusion, including assessing the impact of proposals on 

persons with protected characteristics1. 

• Pre-application engagement: clarification through guidance on how the 

LSB may offer to give approved regulators feedback on proposed changes 

before they seek approval of alterations. This may include guidance on 

proposals that fall within the meaning of ‘regulatory arrangements’ 
requiring approval under the Act. 

6. The proposals also aim to inform the LSB’s oversight responsibilities and better 

integrate approved regulators’ applications for approval of alterations of regulatory 

arrangements with the LSB’s wider performance assessment framework. 

7. The draft Rules and the Guidance will apply to alterations made by the Solicitors 

Disciplinary Tribunal to its rules that the LSB must approve before they can have 

effect, unless otherwise stated. 

8. The consultation period begins on Tuesday 15 June 2021 and runs until Friday 

30 July 2021. Please ensure that your response reaches us by that date as any 

replies received after this may not be taken into account. 

9. We intend to publish the final Rules and Guidance in Autumn 2021, when they 

will come into effect. 

10. This consultation will close at 5pm on 30 July 2021. 

1 As that term is defined under the Equality Act 2010 
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Introduction 

About the Legal Services Board 

11. The LSB is the independent body that oversees the regulation of legal services in 

England and Wales. The LSB was created by the Legal Services Act 2007 (“the 

Act”) to hold regulators for the different branches of the legal services profession 

to account. The LSB also has certain functions in relation to the Solicitors 

Disciplinary Tribunal (“the Tribunal”), including approval of its rules of practice 

and procedure. 

12. The Act provides that in discharging its functions, the LSB and approved 

regulators must comply with and thus promote eight regulatory objectives.2 These 

are: 

• Protecting and promoting the public interest 

• Supporting the constitutional principle of the rule of law 

• Improving access to justice 

• Protecting and promoting the interests of consumers 

• Promoting competition in the provision of legal services 

• Encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective profession 

• Increasing public understanding of the citizen’s legal rights and duties 

• Promoting and maintaining adherence (by authorised persons) to the 

professional principles. 

13. Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act gives the LSB the power to approve or refuse 

applications by approved regulators for alterations to their regulatory 

arrangements3, and to grant exemptions.4 Submissions must be made by 

approved regulators in the form and manner the LSB may specify in rules.5 This 

consultation is on those draft Rules and accompanying draft statutory Guidance. 

Alterations to regulatory arrangements 

14. An approved regulator’s regulatory arrangements do not have effect unless they 

are approved for the purposes of the Act.6 Section 21 of the Act defines 

‘regulatory arrangements’ as: arrangements of a body for authorising persons to 

2 Sections 1, 3 and 28 of the Act. 
3 Section 21 of the Act defines ‘regulatory arrangements’. 
4 Paragraph 19(2) of Part 3, Schedule 4 to the Act sets out the how an alteration or alterations to an 

approved regulator’s regulatory arrangements are approved for the purposes of the Act. 
5 Rules made under paragraph 20(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 
6 Paragraph 19(2) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 
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carry on reserved legal activities and immigration advice or services, practice 

rules, conduct rules, disciplinary arrangements and rules, qualification 

regulations, indemnification arrangements, compensation arrangements, 

licensing rules and any other rules, regulations or arrangements which apply to or 

in relation to regulated persons.7 

15. This consultation is on the draft Rules and draft Guidance for: 

• applications made by approved regulators for approval by the LSB of 

alterations to their regulatory arrangements under paragraph 19(2)(b) of 

Schedule 4 to the Act (approval by the LSB under Part 3 of Schedule 4)  

• requests made by approved regulators for the LSB to direct that an 

alteration is to be treated as an exempt alteration under paragraph 

19(2)(c) of Schedule 4 to the Act (exempt alteration). 

16. The above covers the most frequent circumstances in which alterations to 

regulatory arrangements are approved under the Act. This consultation does not 

cover the other circumstances in which alterations to regulatory arrangements 

may be approved under the Act.8 

17. Unless otherwise stated, the draft Rules and the Guidance will apply to 

alterations made by the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal to its practice and 

procedure rules that the LSB must approve before they can have effect, under 

section 178 of the Act. 

18. Although we last amended the Rules for applications for approval of alterations to 

regulatory arrangements in 20189 and accompanying non-statutory guidance in 

202010, they have remained largely unchanged in substance since first introduced 

respectively in 2009 and 2010. In this time, the LSB’s overall approach to 

regulation has evolved significantly. In 2018 we introduced our regulatory 

performance framework for assessing approved regulators and their regulatory 

bodies’ performance against a common set of standards. In 2019, we introduced 

new Internal Governance Rules on the delegation and separation of an approved 

regulator’s regulatory functions to an independent regulatory body. We will be 

reviewing our statutory guidance on diversity and will incorporate diversity and 

inclusion into our regulatory performance framework in 2021. 

7 Regulatory arrangements do not include arrangements which are made in connection with any role an 

approved regulator may have to represent or promote the interests of persons regulated by it. 
8 As set out in paragraph 19(2)(a) and (d) to (f) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

http://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/New%20folder%20(2)/FINAL_Rules_for_applicat 
ions_to_alter_regulatory_arrangements.pdf 

10 http://legalservicesboard.org.uk/our-work/lsb-rules-and-guidance/attachment/20200929-guidance-2010-

version-2-september-2020-updated-link 
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The review 

19. This consultation follows our review of the process for alterations to regulatory 

arrangements including engagement with stakeholders in 2020 and early 2021,11 

as reflected in the LSB’s Business Plan for 2021/2212. 

20. The LSB has assessed around 150 applications for approval of alterations to 

regulatory arrangements and issued more than 165 directions for exemptions in 

the decade under the current Rules. The experience gained, and the evolution 

of the LSB’s approach to regulation, meant it was timely to review the process 

for considering the process for approving alterations under Part 3 of Schedule 4 

to the Act. We want to ensure the Rules and Guidance give clarity, provide 

consistency and reinforce our approach to oversight. 

21. In January 2020 we wrote to approved regulators to signal that we would be 

initiating a review of the LSB’s rules and guidance in question later that year. In 

that letter we set out our expectations – which subsequently formed the basis of 

the review - under the current Rules and Guidance: 

• Information, material and evidence: The need for applications to include 

sufficient information, material and evidence to enable the LSB to 

undertake a meaningful assessment of the proposed alterations against 

the refusal criteria set out in paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

• Preparation and drafting: The need for applications to be drafted clearly 

and accurately, so that the context and proposals can be reasonably 

understood by those without prior knowledge of the regulatory 

arrangements being altered. Associated with this is a need for 

applications to be consistent, and of a quality standard expected from 

regulators of persons authorised to provide reserved legal services. 

• Pre-application: Discussions between an approved regulator and the LSB 

may be useful to assist regulators prepare applications that comply with 

requirements (where for example there is uncertainty as to how the Rules 

and Guidance apply to proposals). However, approved regulators are 

solely responsible for the applications they submit for approval. We 

signalled a move away from resource-intensive written feedback on most 

11As set out in the LSB’s 20/21 and 21/22 Business Plans available at 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/Final-business-plan-2020-21-FINAL.pdf 
and 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/Final-Business-Plan-2021-2022_FINAL-For-
web2.pdf 
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draft applications – in the expectation that approved regulators implement 

internal assurance mechanisms to improve the quality standards of their 

applications – to focus any feedback on more complex proposed 

applications. 

• Exemptions: A request by an approved regulator for the LSB to approve 
an alteration by directing that it is exempt from the approval under Part 3 
of Schedule 4 to the Act needed to include completion of the questions in 
the Significance, Impact and Risk Framework.13 This was intended to aid 
both applicants and the LSB in assessing whether the proposal was 
suitable for exemption. 

22. In December 2020, we commenced engagement with all regulatory bodies and 

other interested stakeholders, including contacting all approved regulators, to 

capture views on the current process and early proposals for change. We 

received constructive feedback and comments, which helped to inform our 

emerging thinking on the proposals. The Tribunal has made changes to its rules 

very infrequently, and therefore its alterations were not subject to the detailed 

analysis of those made by approved regulators. However, we consider the 

general principles identified in our review are of application to the Tribunal where 

relevant. 

23. In developing the new draft Rules and draft Guidance, we have sought to 

address the key themes which have arisen through the review. The draft Rules 

and accompanying Guidance are intended to provide greater clarity on what is 

required for applications and aim to improve the overall application process. 

Consequently, we are proposing to replace the current Rules and Guidance in 

their entirety. 

The outcomes we are seeking 

24. Through the review process we have developed and refined our objectives for 

new Rules and Guidance. Overall, through the draft Rules and accompanying 

Guidance in this consultation paper, we are seeking the following outcomes: 

• Focus on regulatory objectives: applications demonstrate that approved 

regulators have taken ownership of ensuring that proposed alterations are 

explicitly and demonstrably focused on complying with and thus promoting 

the regulatory objectives and making changes that are in the public 

interest. 

• Impact of alterations: approved regulators’ applications and the LSB’s 

assessment and consideration of them focus on substantive issues 

impacting on the regulatory objectives, regulated persons, consumers and 

13 https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/sir_framework_external_v1.pdf 
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stakeholders. Specific emphasis should be placed on the impact on 

diversity and inclusion, including assessing the impact of proposals on 

persons with protected characteristics. 

• Pre-application engagement: clarification through guidance on how the 

LSB may offer to give approved regulators feedback on proposed changes 

before they seek approval of alterations. This may include guidance on 

proposals that fall within the meaning of ‘regulatory arrangements’ 
requiring approval under the Act. 

25. Clarity on what is required for the approval process is envisaged to lead to a 

reduction in the number of applications and requests for exemptions received 

with insufficient information, material, detail and evidence to allow for meaningful 

assessment by the LSB against the refusal conditions under the Act. Presently, 

applications and requests for exemptions with insufficient information have 

resulted in what can be protracted requests for further information and 

clarification by the approved regulator about their proposals. This has impacted 

on the timeliness of the process, particularly where there has been a delay in 

approved regulators responding to requests for further information and 

clarification. 

26. The draft Rules and draft Guidance aim to assist approved regulators to ensure 

that their applications are consistently well prepared and drafted, clearly setting 

out the proposals, any consultation and engagement on the proposals, what the 

proposals do, the rationale and intended effect, and their impact. Our proposals 

are intended to increase transparency for the regulated community and 

consumers and reduce what can be extensive resource input both from 

approved regulators and the LSB during the application assessment process. 

The draft Rules 

27. The draft Rules and draft Guidance subject of this consultation have been 

prepared following our review, including engagement with stakeholders. The draft 

Rules are included in Annex A and the accompanying draft Guidance in Annex 

B. 

Overview 

28. The draft Rules specify the form and manner in which applications must be 

made, including the information, detail, evidence and material that must be 

included in an application and request for exemption. Unlike the current Rules, 

the draft Rules do not duplicate the procedure and processes prescribed for 

approval of alterations under Part 3 of Schedule 4. Instead, the draft Guidance 

draws together the relevant provisions of the Act and the draft Rules, giving 

guidance on how they will be applied by the LSB. 
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29. The draft Rules contains two key new proposals. The first, set out in draft rules 9 

to 13 (Section E), contains our proposals that an approved regulator’s application 

for the LSB to approve alterations to its regulatory arrangements include the 

specified information, detail and evidence on: 

• the regulatory objectives and better regulation principles (draft rule 9): the 

impact of the proposed alterations on compliance with, and thus promotion 

of the regulatory objectives, having regard to the better regulation 

principles and best regulatory practice. This may include evidence and 

research considered in assessing the potential benefits and detriments 

against the regulatory objectives, in formulating the proposed alterations. 

• the alterations (draft rule 10): 

o the proposed alteration or alteration to regulatory arrangements, 

including any current arrangements that will be amended by the 

proposals. 

o why the approved regulator is making the alterations, including any 

defects in its regulation of authorised persons that the alterations 

are intended to remedy. 

o the intent, purpose and effect of the alterations, when and how they 

will be implemented. 

o any draft guidance or policy that will support the implementation. 

• consultation and engagement (draft rule 11): 

o consultation and or engagement undertaken by the approved 

regulator on the alterations, including with the regulated community, 

consumers and any other groups likely to be impacted by the 

proposals. 

o the approved regulator’s consideration of responses to its 

consultation and engagement, and where this is reflected in the 

alterations. 

o if no consultation or engagement has been undertaken, an 

explanation of why this is reasonable and proportionate. 

• Impact assessments (draft rule 12): 

o demonstrating that approved regulators are developing approaches 

which could help to dismantle barriers to a diverse and inclusive 

legal profession at all levels, and advance equality of opportunity 

between persons who share protected characteristics and persons 

who do not, thus promoting the regulatory objective to encourage 

an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession. 
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o undertaken by the approved regulator of the impact of the proposed 

alterations on persons with protected characteristics. We propose 

this includes details of measures to mitigate any adverse impacts 

and an explanation of why any remaining adverse impact is 

proportionate, reasonable and will not be prejudicial to the 

regulatory objectives. 

o of the proposals, impact on regulated persons, consumers and the 

public along with details of any measures to mitigate adverse 

impacts and an explanation of why any remaining adverse impact is 

proportionate, reasonable and will not be prejudicial to the 

regulatory objectives overall. We propose that where significant 

changes to the regulatory framework are proposed, an approved 

regulator needs to undertake a proportionately more detailed 

assessment of the potential impact on the regulated persons, 

consumers and the public interest. 

• Evaluation and monitoring (draft rule 13): proposals for evaluation and 

monitoring of the impact of proposals once implemented. We propose to 

routinely assess the implementation of evaluation and monitoring plans as 

part of the LSB’s regulatory performance framework. 

30. The second key proposal is that the draft Rules set out a clear distinction 

between: 

• applications for approval by the LSB of alterations to regulatory 

arrangements under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act, which is subject to 

the procedure and processes prescribed under that Part. Applications will 

be subject to full and considered scrutiny by the LSB against the refusal 

criteria necessitating the level of detail in applications (draft rules 5(1) and 

8 to 13); and 

• requests for the LSB to direct that an alteration is an exempt alteration and 

approved under the Act. The LSB aims to take a proportionate approach to 

these requests, with the draft Rules specifying the information and 

summary detail required of such requests (draft rules 5(2) and 15 to 17). 

The guidance on these rules details matters that approved regulators may 

consider in assessing whether a proposed alteration is suitable for a 

request for exemption. 

Specific rules 

Rule A1: Definitions 

31. A few definitions reflect those in the Act and are included where we consider it 

adds clarity to the draft Rules. Words defined in draft rule 1 are referred to where 

relevant below. 
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Rules B2 to B4: Application and guidance 

32. Draft rule 2 provides that approved regulators must comply with the Rules in 

making applications for approval of alterations to their regulatory arrangements, 

or requests for a direction that an alteration be treated as exempt. ”Application” 

and “request” are defined in draft rule 1 as those made in accordance with the 

Rules. 

33. Draft rule 3 applies the Rules to applications made by the Tribunal for approval 

of alterations to its rules on practice and procedure. References to ‘approved 
regulator’ and to ‘regulatory arrangements’ in the Rules are treated as if they are 

references to the Tribunal and the tribunal rules unless otherwise stated. 

34. Draft rule 4 requires that an approved regulator must have regard to Guidance 

issued by the LSB under section 162 of the Act when preparing its application. 

The draft Guidance is intended to assist approved regulators (and their 

regulatory bodies) to comply with the Rules. Under section 162(5) of the Act the 

LSB is entitled to consider the extent to which an approved regulator has 

complied with relevant Guidance in exercising its functions. 

35. Before applications or requests for exemption are made to the LSB, we expect 

that they have been subject to the approved regulator’s internal quality 

assurance and governance checks and processes, as appropriate. The boards 

of approved regulators – or their regulatory bodies where regulatory functions 

have been delegated – making applications need to take ultimate responsibility 

for the applications and thus be sighted of proposals.  Such internal systems are 

reflective of a well governed and led organisation. Applications subject to 

rigorous internal checks and balances are less likely involve protracted requests 

for clarification and information before a decision is made by the LSB. 

Question 1: Do you have any comments on the above draft rules 1 to 4? 

Do you have any comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

Rules C5 and C6: Form of applications 

36. Draft rule 5(1) sets out that an application by an approved regulator for the LSB 

to approve alterations to its regulatory arrangements must be made in writing, 

and include the information specified in Section E (rules 8 o 13) of the draft 

Rules. 

37. Draft rule 5(2) sets out that a request by an approved regulator for the LSB to 

direct than an alteration to its regulatory arrangements is an exempt alteration 

must be made in writing and include the information specified in draft rule 17. 
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38. Draft rule 6 sets out that where an approved regulator does not include all of the 

information required in the Rules, the LSB may not consider what is submitted to 

be either an application or request for exemption made in accordance with the 

Rules. 

39. Draft rule 6 is intended to ensure that approved regulators prepare considered 

and well drafted applications or requests for exemption, which include all the 

material necessary for the LSB to assess the alterations against the refusal 

criteria in paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. An application is one that 

complies with the Rules – see definition in draft rule 1. Draft rule 6 and the 

associated Guidance provide that failure to comply with draft rule 5 may result in 

submissions seeking approval being returned to the approved regulator. The 

detail on how this draft rule 6 will be implemented by the LSB is set out in the 

draft Guidance. 

40. The LSB will continue to publish on its website applications made under rule 5(1) 

within two working days of receipt. In addition, we intend to use our social media 

channels to publicise the receipt of applications. The LSB will continue to 

publish alongside the application any extension notice or warning notice, and its 

decision notice once notified to the approved regulator as required under the 

Act14. Third-party correspondence relating to an application received by the LSB 

before a decision will ordinarily be published alongside the application with 

personal data redacted unless a request is made to keep it confidential, 

consistent with current practice. 

Question 2: Do you have any comments on the above draft rules 5 and 

6? In particular, do you have any comments on the information required 

to be included in applications or requests for exemption specified in 

Section E (rules 8 to 13) and rule 17 of the draft Rules? Do you have any 

comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

Rule D7: Time limits 

41. Draft rule 7 confirms the time limits for considering applications will be in 

accordance with those prescribed in paragraph 21 of Schedule 4 to the Act. It 

provides that the LSB will consider a request for a direction that an alteration is 

an exempt alteration within 28 days, subject to any reasonable extension. The 

14 Paragraphs 21(2), 24(1), 25(8) and 26(6) of Schedule 4 to the Act sets out the notices, and advice and 

representation in relation to a warning notice that the Board must publish. 
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Guidance will provide detail on the circumstances in which an extension may be 

reasonable. 

Question 3: Do you have any comments on draft rule 7 above? Do you have 

any comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

Rules E8 to E13: Information requirements 

42. Draft rule 8 sets out the broad categories of information that an application must 

be accompanied by and reflects paragraph 20(2) of Schedule 4 to the Act. Draft 

rules 9 to 13 sets out the types of information that fall within those categories. 

43. The LSB may seek further information in the course of its consideration of an 

application (draft rule 8(3)). For example, this may be for detail on how the 

approved regulator has taken into account any LSB guidance and policy that may 

be relevant to the proposed alterations to its regulatory arrangements.15 

44. Draft rules 9 to 13 are described in paragraph 29 of this consultation document. 

Other detail is set out below. 

45. Draft rule 10(f) and (g) reflect the requirements under sections 52 to 54 of the Act 

that deal with regulatory conflict and are carried over from the current Rules. 

Approved regulators are encouraged to harmonise their regulatory arrangements 

with those of other approved regulators. 

46. Approved regulators need to make provision as is reasonably practicable to 

prevent regulatory conflicts with the regulatory arrangements of other approved 

regulators and any regulatory provision made by external regulatory bodies. 

Where an approved regulator assesses that its proposed alterations to its 

regulatory arrangements are likely to conflict with those of another approved 

regulator or the regulatory provisions of an external regulatory body, they must 

consult those bodies. Approved regulators also need to make provision as is 

reasonably practicable for the resolution of any external regulatory conflicts which 

arise, and to avoid unnecessary duplication an external regulatory body’s 
regulatory provisions (as defined in section 54(3) of the Act). 

15 For example, the Guidance on regulatory arrangements for education and training issued under section 

162 of the Act available here: 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/20140304_LSB_Education_And_Training_Guid 
ance.pdf 
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Rule F14: Warning notice, advice and representation 

47. Draft rule 14 sets out that the LSB may issue a warning notice and seek advice 

on whether the application should be granted, in accordance with paragraph 22 

of Schedule 4 to the Act. The approved regulator may make representations to 

the LSB on any advice it receives, in accordance with the LSB Representation 

Rules.16 This is carried over from the current Rules. 

Rules G15 to G17: Exemption direction 

48. Our review identified that the current Rules and Guidance could provide more 

clarity on how approved regulators may request the LSB direct that an alteration 

is to be treated as an exempt alteration and approved under the Act. This has 

meant that over the years we have seen different approaches from regulators to 

requests for exemption. 

49. To address this issue draft rules 15 to 17 set out the requirements for a request 

made by an approved regulator for the LSB to direct an alteration is exempt. 

These proposals are intended to provide clarity and consistency in this process. 

50. Draft rule 15 confirms that the LSB may direct that an alteration to an approved 

regulator’s regulatory arrangements or the Tribunal rules is exempt from the 

requirement for LSB approval under Part 3 of Schedule 4 (in accordance with 

section 178(2)(c) and paragraph 19(2)(c) of Schedule 4). 

51. Draft rule 16 explains that the LSB can issue exemption directions that are 

specific or general (in accordance section 178(5) (for the Tribunal) and paragraph 

19(4) of Schedule 4 (for approved regulators) to the Act). They can be issued in 

response to requests for an exemption direction made under draft rule 5(2), 

applications under draft rule 5(1) or at the LSB’s discretion17. 

52. Draft rule 17 sets out what is required in a request for exemption made by an 

approved regulator. This is the information that the LSB will require to carry out 

its assessment of whether the proposed alteration(s) is suitable for exemption. It 

https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/New%20folder%20(2)/FINAL_Rules_for_makin 
g_oral_and_written_representations_and_giving_oral_and_written_evidence.pdf 

17 An example of this general exemption is ED149 issued as a general exemption to enable approved 

regulators to make temporary alterations that may be required as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ED149-Coronavirus.pdf 

16 
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codifies the requirements in the Significance Impact and Risk framework18 

currently applied by the LSB to requests for exempt alterations. 

53. The LSB may seek further information in the course of its consideration of a 

request for exemption. For example this may be for detail on how the approved 

regulator has taken into account any LSB guidance and policy that may be 

relevant to the proposed alterations.19 Where the LSB directs an exempt 

alteration, it will notify the approved regulator and publish the notice on its 

website. 

54. Where the LSB decides to refuse a request for it to direct that an alteration is 

exempt, it will notify the approved regulator of its decision and reasons in writing. 

The approved regulator may need to apply under the Rules if it seeks approval of 

the alteration to its regulatory arrangements. This is consistent with the current 

practice. 

Proposals for new general exemption directions 

55. Our review considered whether general exemption directions issued by the LSB 

added value and whether there was merit in streamlining the approval process by 

issuing fresh directions to cover any additional recurring common issues for 

which exemptions have been sought. As part of this we considered the following 

general exemption directions issued for alterations including: 

• the exemption direction to enable approved regulators to make temporary 

alterations that may be required as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic – 
ED14920 

• the exemption direction to enable approved regulators to make alterations 

as a consequence of legislation relating to EU exit – ED13321. 

56. We concluded that the use of general exemption directions ought to be expanded 

in scope to cover other areas detailed below for the reasons noted. 

57. General exemption directions allow approved regulators to make minor and/or 

low risk changes at short notice in a proportionate, consistent, transparent and 

18 https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/sir_framework_external_v1.pdf 

19 For example, the Guidance on regulatory arrangements for education and training issued under section 

162 of the Act available here: 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/20140304_LSB_Education_And_Training_Guid 
ance.pdf 

20 https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/ED149-Coronavirus.pdf 

http://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/2019/ED133_EU_Exit_in_case_of_no_deal_doc 
x.pdf 
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efficient way, subject to requirements being satisfied. This means the LSB and 

approved regulators can focus resources appropriately on more substantive and 

or significant alterations. 

58. We are therefore proposing to issue a general exemption direction or directions 

that will enable approved regulators: 

• to make alterations to a range of internal documents, forms and 

standalone guidance. 

• to make alterations to regulatory arrangements that correct minor drafting 

errors and make minor changes (such as changes to grammar, 

punctuation, pronouns) by way of notification with a 14-day window for 

LSB consideration of whether the proposals are in scope of the exemption. 

• to make consequential minor changes (linked to alterations previously 

exempted or approved by the LSB) by way of notification with a 14-day 

window for LSB consideration of whether the proposals are in scope of the 

exemption. 

Question 4: Do you have any comments on the process for requests for 

exemption? Do you have any comments on draft rules 15 to 17? Do you 

have any comments on the associated Guidance? 

Question 5: Do you have any comments on the proposals and scope for 

new general exemption directions? 

Equality impact assessment 

59. A key objective of our proposals is to ensure that approved regulators’ making 

alterations and the LSB’s assessment and consideration of them for approval 

focus on substantive issues impacting on the regulatory objectives, regulated 

persons, consumers, stakeholders and the public interest. As explained earlier, 

we consider that specific emphasis should be placed on the impact on diversity 

and inclusion, including assessing the impact of proposals on persons with 

protected characteristics. 

60. We consider that our proposals will support a greater and more transparent focus 

amongst approved regulators on progress on diversity and inclusion within the 

legal profession. 

61. The LSB has given due consideration to its obligations under the Equality Act 

2010.22 We consider that the draft Rules reflect the LSB’s consideration of its 

22 The Public Sector Equality Duty is set out in 149 of the Equality Act 2010 that applies to public authorities. The 
LSB is a public authority listed in Schedule 19 to the Equality Act 2010. 
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public sector equality duty, as it includes requirements that approved regulators 

assess the impact of their alterations on persons with protected characteristics 

and take any appropriate mitigating measures in addition to the above. The draft 

Rules will also inform the LSB’s oversight responsibilities, as we will better 

understand the impact of the proposals on different groups with protected 

characteristics and it is particularly relevant to the regulatory objectives of 

improving access to justice, protecting and promoting the interests of consumers, 

and encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective profession. 

62. We welcome any comments respondents may have on any equality issues they 

believe arise as a result of the proposals in this consultation. 

Impact of draft Rules on regulated community 

63. The LSB has considered the likely impact of the new draft Rules and draft 

Guidance on the approved regulators, regulatory bodies, their regulated 

communities and consumers. We recognise that in some instances, changes in 

our approach reflected in the new draft Rules may result in an increased 

regulatory burden. However, we consider that any costs associated with 

compliance with the new draft Rules are outweighed by the anticipated benefits, 

as they will lead to greater focus on the regulatory objectives, provide clarity, and 

will reduce regulatory burden in relation to minor, low risk alterations and support 

a more diverse and inclusive legal profession, which is in the public interest. In 

addition, we expect to gain greater insight through the process that will inform the 

LSB’s oversight responsibilities. 

64. We have had regard to the better regulation principles in our development of the 

key proposals and we consider that the draft Rules and draft Guidance will be a 

proportionate, transparent, targeted and effective means of achieving the 

overarching objectives set for the review. 

65. We invite respondents to comment on the impact of the new draft Rules and 

quantify the likely costs and anticipated benefits, to further inform the LSB’s 

assessment of the regulatory impact of the proposed Rules. 

Next steps 

66. This consultation closes on 30 July 2021. Once the consultation has closed, we 

will consider all feedback received and make any resulting amendments to our 

proposals. 

67. We will publish our response to the consultation, alongside any changes to the 

proposals in Autumn 2021. 
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Responding to the consultation 

68. The questions posed in this consultation are listed below for reference: 

• Question 1: Do you have any comments on the above draft rules 1 to 

4? Do you have any comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

• Question 2: Do you have any comments on the above draft rules 5 

and 6? In particular, do you have any comments on the information 

required to be included in applications or requests for exemption 

specified in Section E (rules 8 to 13) and rule 17 of the draft Rules? 

Do you have any comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

• Question 3: Do you have any comments on draft rule 7 above? Do 

you have any comments on the associated draft Guidance? 

• Question 4: Do you have any comments on the process for requests 

for exemption? Do you have any comments on draft rules 15 to 17? 

Do you have any comments on the associated Guidance? 

• Question 5: Do you have any comments on the proposals and scope 

for new general exemption directions? 

69. Any representations should be made to the LSB by 5pm on 30 July 2021. Please 

ensure that responses reach us by the closing date as we cannot guarantee that 

responses received after this date will be considered. 

70. We would prefer to receive responses electronically but hard copy responses by post 

are also welcome. 

71. Responses should be sent to: 

• Email: consultations@legalservicesboard.org.uk 

• Post: Legal Services Board, 3rd floor, The Rookery, 2 Dyott Street, London 

WC1A 1DE 

72. We intend to publish all responses to this consultation on our website unless a 

respondent explicitly requests that a specific part of the response, or its entirety, 

should be kept confidential. We will record the identity of the respondent and the fact 

that they have submitted a confidential response in our summary of responses. 

73. If you wish to discuss any aspect of this paper or need advice on how to respond to 

the consultation, please contact the LSB by one of the methods described above or 

by telephone (020 7271 0050). 
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74. Any complaints or queries about this process should be directed to the Consultation 

Co-ordinator, Tim Borthwick, at the following address: 

• Consultation Co-ordinator, Legal Services Board, 3rd floor, The Rookery, 2 

Dyott Street, London WC1A 1DE 

• Email: consultations@legalservicesboard.org.uk 
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Annex A: The draft Applications To Alter Regulatory Arrangements Rules 

DRAFT 

Applications To Alter Regulatory Arrangements Rules [20 ] 

[ ] 2021 

The Legal Services Board has, on […], made the following Rules under paragraph 20(1) of 
Schedule 4 to the Legal Services Act 2007 (c.29). 

The Rules for applications to alter regulatory arrangements April 2018 (Version 2), are 
hereby revoked. 

A. Definitions 

1. The terms in these Rules have the following meanings– 

Act – the Legal Services Act 2007. 

alteration – has the meaning given in paragraph 19(5) of Schedule 4 to the Act, and 
in relation to the tribunal rules, the meaning given in section 178(6) of the Act. 

application – (a) an application in the form and manner set out in these Rules made 
by an approved regulator for the Board to approve an alteration or alterations to its 
regulatory arrangements in accordance with Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act; 
(b) an application in the form and manner set out in these Rules made by the 
Tribunal for the Board to approve an alteration or alterations to the tribunal rules in 
accordance with section 178(2)(a) and (b) of, and Part 3 of Schedule 4 to, the Act. 

approved regulator – has the meaning given in section 20(2) of the Act and 
includes a body which has been delegated the regulatory functions of the approved 
regulator under section 27(1) of the Act, in accordance with the Internal Governance 
Rules made by the Board under section 30 of the Act. 

Board – the Legal Services Board. 

exempt alteration – (a) an alteration to an approved regulator’s regulatory 
arrangements which the Board has directed is to be treated as an exempt alteration 
and approved under paragraph 19(2)(c) and (3) of Schedule 4 to the Act 
(b) an alteration to the tribunal rules which the Board has directed is to be treated as 
an exempt alteration and approved under section 178(2)(b) and (4) of the Act. 

external regulatory body – has the meaning given in section 54(3) of the Act. 

guidance –The Guidance referred to in rule 4, issued by the Board under section 
162 of the Act in relation to these Rules, published at the same time as these Rules, 
and updated from time to time. 

legal services – the services provided by a person which consist of or include “legal 
activities” as defined by section 12 of the Act. 

regulated person – has the meaning given in section 21(3) of the Act. 

regulatory arrangements – has the meaning given in section 21 of the Act. 
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regulatory conflict – has the meaning given in section 52(2) in relation to an 
approved regulator and section 54(2) of the Act in relation to an external regulatory 
body. 

Representations Rules – the Board’s rules for making oral and written 
representations and giving oral and written evidence. 

request – (a) a request in the form and manner set out in these Rules made by an 
approved regulator for the Board to direct under paragraph 19(3) of Schedule 4 to the 
Act that an alteration to its regulatory arrangements is an exempt alteration; 
(b) a request in the form and manner set out in these Rules made by the Tribunal for 
the Board to direct under section 178(4) of the Act that an alteration to its regulatory 
arrangements is an exempt alteration. 

Rules – These Rules, made by the Board in the exercise of powers conferred by 
paragraph 20(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

Tribunal – the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal. 

tribunal rules – rules made under section 46(9)(b) of the Solicitors Act 1974. 

warning notice – a notice issued by the Board in accordance with paragraph 
21(1)(b) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

B. Application and Guidance 

2. An approved regulator must comply with these Rules in– 

(a) making an application for the Board to approve an alteration or alterations to its 

regulatory arrangements; or 

(b) making a request for the Board to direct an alteration is to be treated as an exempt 
alteration 

under section 178 (the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal: approval of rules) and Part 3 of 
Schedule 4 to the Act (alteration of approved regulator’s regulatory arrangements). 

3. Except as otherwise specified, these Rules apply as if references to ‘approved regulator’ 
is to the Tribunal and ‘regulatory arrangements’ is to the tribunal rules in relation to an 
application or request by the Tribunal for the Board to approve an alteration or alterations 
of the tribunal rules, or to direct an alteration is an exempt alteration. 

4. In seeking to comply with these Rules, an approved regulator must have regard to any 
Guidance issued by the Board under section 162 of the Act. 

C. Form of Applications 

5. (1) An application by an approved regulator for the Board to approve an alteration or 
alterations of its regulator arrangements under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act must– 

(a) be made in writing; 

(b) include the information specified in Section E; and 

(c) attach such evidence and material as is specified in Section E. 

(2) A request by an approved regulator for the Board to approve an alteration to its 
regulatory arrangements by directing that it is an exempt alteration must– 
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(a) be made in writing; and 

(b) include the information, evidence and material in rule 17 (and not Section E). 

6. Where an approved regulator does not include all of the information, evidence and 
material referred to in rule 5, the Board may consider the application or request not to 
have been properly made under these Rules. 

D. Time Limits 

7. The Board will consider and make a decision– 

(a) on an application in accordance with the time limits prescribed in paragraph 21, and if 
a warning notice is issued, paragraph 26(3), (4) and (5) of Schedule 4 to the Act; or 

(b) on a request within 28 days, subject to any reasonable extension. 

E. Information Requirements 

8. (1) An application under rule 5(1) must be accompanied by– 

(a) details of the approved regulator’s regulatory arrangements as are relevant to the 
application, 

(b) details of the alteration or alterations; and 

(c) such explanatory material as the approved regulator considers is likely to be 
needed for the purposes of Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

(2) The details and explanatory material in rule 8(a), (b) and (c) must include the matters 

set out in rules 9 to 13. 

(3) The Board may ask for further information from the approved regulator during its 
assessment of an application. 

Regulatory objectives and better regulation principles 

9. (1) An application must include an assessment of how the alteration or alterations 
comply with– 

(a) the approved regulator’s duty under section 28(2) of the Act to, so far as is 

reasonably practicable, act in a way which is compatible with the regulatory 

objectives in section 1 of the Act, and 

(b) the approved regulator’s duty under section 28(3) of the Act to have regard to the 
better regulation principles and best regulatory practice. 

(2) Where the alteration or alterations is not compatible with one or more of the 
regulatory objectives in section 1 of the Act, the application must include details on why 
the approved regulator considers they are nonetheless not prejudicial to the regulatory 
objectives overall, and in the public interest. 

Alterations 

10. An application must include– 

(a) each alteration or alterations to the regulatory arrangements for which approval is 
sought in the application, including any regulatory arrangements already approved 
under the Act which will be amended by the alteration or alterations; 

(b) details on why the approved regulator is making the alteration or alterations, including 
any defects in the approved regulator’s regulation of regulated persons that the 
alteration or alterations will remedy; 
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(c) details on the intent and purpose of the alteration or alterations, and its effect; 

(d) details on how the alteration or alterations will be implemented; 

(e) details on the approved regulator’s anticipated timeframe for implementing the 
alteration or alterations; 

(f) an assessment of whether the alteration or alterations impacts on the regulation of 

regulated persons by another approved regulator or approved regulators, and where 

there is an impact– 

(1) details of consultation with the affected approved regulator(s), and 

(2) details of any regulatory conflict and how these will be addressed by all 
affected approved regulators 

in accordance with section 52 of the Act (regulatory conflict with approved 
regulators); 

(g) an assessment of whether the alteration or alterations impacts on a requirement of a 
regulatory provision made by an external regulatory body, and where there is impact– 

(1) details of consultation with the external regulatory body, 

(2) details of any external regulatory conflict and how they will be resolved, and 

(3) if applicable, details of measures to prevent unnecessary duplication of 
regulatory provisions made by the external regulatory body 

in accordance with section 54 of the Act (regulatory conflict with other regulatory 
regimes); and 

(h) any draft guide or policy that will support implementation of the alteration or 
alterations. 

Consultation and Engagement 

11. An application must include– 

(a) information on any consultation on the proposed alteration or alterations undertaken 
by the approved regulator with regulated persons, other approved regulators, the 
public (including consumers) and any interested parties; 

(b) information on the approved regulator’s consideration of any responses to its 
consultation and changes made to the alteration or alterations or an explanation if no 
change has been made; and 

(c) where no consultation has been undertaken, information on why the approved 
regulator considers it reasonable and proportionate not to consult. 

Impact Assessments 

12. An application must include– 

(a) an assessment of the impact of the alteration or alterations on persons with protected 
characteristics as defined by section 4 of the Equality Act 2010; 

(b) details on measures to mitigate any adverse impacts identified in rule 12(a), and if 
there are no such measures, why that is not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives in 
section 1 of the Act; 

(c) an assessment of the impact of the alteration or alterations on regulated persons, 
consumers and the public interest; and 

(d) measures to mitigate any adverse impacts identified in rule 12(c), and if there are no 
such measures, why that is not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives. 
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Evaluation and Monitoring 

13. An application must include information on the approved regulator’s evaluation and 
monitoring of the impact of the alteration or alterations once they have effect. 

F. Warning Notice, Advice and Representation 

14. Where the Board gives an approved regulator a warning notice and receives advice 
under paragraph 22 of Schedule 4 to the Act regarding whether the application should be 
granted, the approved regulator may make representations to the Board on that advice in 
accordance with the Representations Rules. 

G. Exemption Direction 

15. (1) The Board may direct that an alteration to an approved regulator’s regulatory 
arrangements is an exempt alteration, in accordance with paragraph 19(3) of Schedule 4 
to the Act. 

(2) Where the Board gives a direction under rule 15(1) it must notify the approved 
regulator and publish that notice. 

16. A direction given by the Board under rule 15(1) may be specific or general– 

(a) in response to an application or request made under rule 5; or 

(b) at the Board’s discretion, acting so far as reasonably practicable in compliance with 
the regulatory objectives in section 1, and having regard to the better regulation 
principles in section 3(3) of the Act. 

17. A request made by an approved regulator under rule 5(2) for the Board to direct that an 
alteration is an exempt alteration must include– 

(a) a summary of the alteration, its purpose, intent, effect and impact; 

(b) the alteration, and any regulatory arrangements it will amend; 

(c) a summary of an assessment under rule 9 (regulatory objectives and better 
regulation principles); 

(d) details of why the approved regulator considers the alteration is necessary, and 
appropriate for an exemption direction; 

(e) the timeframe for implementation; 

(f) a summary of any consultation on the alteration and if not why; 

(g) a summary of any impact assessment undertaken, including the impact on persons 
with protected characteristics, and if not why; 

(h) a summary of any evaluation and monitoring of the impact of the alteration once it 
has effect, and if not why; and 

(i) any further information the Board may ask for during its assessment of a request. 
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Annex B: The Proposed Guidance on the Applications To Alter Regulatory 

Arrangements Rules 

Draft Guidance on the Applications to Alter 
Regulatory Arrangements Rules 2021 

This is statutory guidance under section 162 Legal Services Act 2007 

[Date of issue] 
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Guidance 

Introduction 

1. The Legal Services Board (“LSB”) is the independent body that oversees the 
regulation of legal services in England and Wales. One of the reasons for the 

creation of the LSB by the Legal Services Act 2007 (“the Act”) is to hold regulators for 

the different branches of the legal services profession to account. The Act provides 

that in discharging its functions the LSB and approved regulators must, so far as 

reasonably practicable, comply with and thus promote eight regulatory objectives. 

2. The Act offers approved regulators a great deal of flexibility in designing their own 

regulatory arrangements. This flexibility is reflected in the fact that the only approval 

needed by regulators before proceeding is that provided by the LSB. We also reflect 

this flexibility in how we assess regulators’ applications for approval and requests for 

exemptions of alterations to their regulatory arrangements. “Regulatory 

arrangements” includes an approved regulator’s rules, regulations and arrangements 
which apply to regulated persons. 

3. This Guidance is on the Applications to Alter Regulatory Arrangements Rules 2021 

(“Rules”), made by the LSB under paragraph 20(1) of Schedule 4 to the Act for: 

a. applications made by approved regulators for approval by the LSB of 

alterations to their regulatory arrangements under paragraph 19(2)(b) of 

Schedule 4 to the Act (approval by the LSB under Part 3 of Schedule 4) 

b. requests made by approved regulators for the LSB to direct that an 

alteration to their regulatory arrangements is to be treated as an exempt 

alteration and approved under paragraph 19(2)(c) of Schedule 4 to the 

Act (exempt alteration). 

4. The above covers the most frequent circumstances in which alterations to regulatory 

arrangements are approved under the Act. The Rules and this Guidance do not apply 

to other circumstances in which alterations may be approved under the Act.1 

5. This Guidance is given by the LSB under section 162 of the Act. Approved regulators 

and regulatory bodies to which some have delegated their regulatory functions must 

have regard to this Guidance in seeking approval of alterations to their regulatory 

arrangements, as required under rule 4 of the Rules. 

6. Unless otherwise stated, the Rules and the Guidance also apply to alterations made 

by the Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal (“Tribunal”) to its rules that the LSB must 

approve before they can have effect, under section 178 of the Act. 

1 Alterations do not have effect unless approved for the purposes of the Act. Paragraph 19(2) of Schedule 4 to the Act sets 

out the circumstances in which an alteration is approved. 
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7. The Rules and the Guidance need to be read within the context of Part 3 of Schedule 

4 to the Act, which sets out how alterations to the regulatory arrangements of an 

approved regulator must be approved. 

Principles and purpose 

8. The Rules and this Guidance, reflect the principle we are pursuing that in exercising 

their regulatory functions, the approved regulators should take full ownership of the 

regulatory objectives set out in the Act and, so far as is reasonably practicable, put 

them at the centre of their regulatory decision-making when seeking approval. 

9. The Rules are intended to support this principle by providing a clear framework for 

how approved regulators should apply to the LSB for approval of alterations to their 

regulatory arrangements under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act. The same applies to 

the Tribunal when it is seeking the LSB’s approval of alterations to its practice and 

procedure rules. A key aim of the Rules and this Guidance is to assist approved 

regulators (and the Tribunal as applicable) ensure their applications include sufficient 

information for the LSB to undertake a meaningful assessment of the proposed 

alterations against the conditions for refusal under the Act,2 and achieve the 

outcomes below: 

• Focus on regulatory objectives: applications demonstrate that approved 

regulators have taken ownership of ensuring that proposed alterations are 

explicitly and demonstrably focused on complying with and thus promoting 

the regulatory objectives and making changes that are in the public interest. 

• Impact of alterations: approved regulators’ applications and the LSB’s 

assessment and consideration of them focus on substantive issues 

impacting on the regulatory objectives, regulated persons, consumers and 

stakeholders. Specific emphasis should be placed on the impact on diversity 

and inclusion, including assessing the impact of proposals on persons with 

protected characteristics3. 

• Pre-application engagement: clarification through guidance for how the LSB 

may offer to give approved regulators feedback on proposed changes before 

they seek approval of alterations. 

10. This framework will inform the LSB’s wider oversight responsibilities, including under 

its regulatory performance assessment framework for approved regulators. 

Structure of Guidance 

11. This Guidance is divided into sections (A to G) mirroring each Section of the Rules, 

and Section H which deals with other issues. Each Section sets out its purpose, an 

overview of the key points made in the Guidance and gives guidance on each of the 

Rules where applicable. 

A: Definitions 

2 In paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 
3 As that term is defined under the Equality Act 2010. 
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B: Application and Guidance 

C: Form of Applications 

D: Time Limits 

E: Information Requirements 

F: Warning Notice, Advice and Representation 

G: Exemption Direction 

H: Guidance on Other Issues 

Section A: Definitions (Rule 1) 

12. Words defined in rule 1 are referred to in the relevant Sections below where 

applicable. A few definitions reflect those in the Act where we consider it adds clarity 

to the Rules. 

Section B: Application and Guidance (Rules 2 to 4) 

Purpose 

13. Each approved regulator must comply with the Rules when applying to the LSB for 

approval of alterations to its regulatory arrangements or requesting that the LSB 

direct that an alteration is to be treated as an exempt alteration. ‘Application’ and 

‘request’ are defined in rule 1 as those which have been made in accordance with the 

Rules. 

Guidance on specific rules 

14. Rule 2 sets out how approved regulators seek the LSB’s approval of alterations to 

their regulatory arrangements under these Rules. This is by making an application for 

the LSB to approve its alterations or requesting that it be treated as exempt. 

15. Rule 3 applies these Rules (unless otherwise stated) to alterations made by the 

Tribunal to its rules, which must be approved by the LSB before they have effect.4 

16. Rule 4 provides that in seeking to comply with the Rules, an approved regulator must 

have regard to this Guidance. The LSB may have regard to the extent to which an 

approved regulator has complied with the Guidance in the exercise of its functions, in 

particular assessing applications or requests for exemption.5 

17. Before applications or requests for exemption are made to the LSB, we expect that 

they have been subject to the approved regulator’s internal quality assurance and 

governance checks and processes, as appropriate. 

18. The boards of approved regulators – or their regulatory bodies where regulatory 

functions have been delegated – seeking approval of alterations to regulatory 

arrangements need to take ultimate responsibility for this and thus be sighted of 

proposals. Such internal systems are reflective of a well governed and led 

organisation. Applications and requests for exemption subject to rigorous internal 

4 See section 46(9)(b) of the Solicitors Act 1974 and section 178 of the Act. 
5 Section 162(5) of the Act. 
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checks and balances are less likely to involve the need for requests for clarification 

and information before a decision is made by the LSB. 

Guidance on meaning of regulatory arrangements 

19. The following guidance is to assist approved regulators in determining whether their 

proposals fall within the meaning of alterations to regulatory arrangements requiring 

approval under the Act before they have effect. 

20. An alteration to an approved regulator’s regulatory arrangements includes an 

addition to or the revocation of any part of the arrangements (rule 1 of the Rules and 

paragraph 19(5) of Schedule 4 to the Act). An alteration to the tribunal rules includes 

the making and modification of such rules (rule 1 and section 178(6) of the Act). 

21. Section 21(1) of the Act defines regulatory arrangements of bodies widely as follows: 

(a) its arrangements for authorising persons to carry on reserved legal activities, 

(b) its arrangements (if any) for authorising persons to provide immigration advice 

or immigration services, 

(c) its practice rules, 

(d) its conduct rules, 

(e) its disciplinary arrangements in relation to regulated persons (including its 

discipline rules), 

(f) its qualification regulations, 

(g) its indemnification arrangements, 

(h) its compensation arrangements, 

(i) any of its other rules or regulations (however they may be described), and any 

other arrangements, which apply to or in relation to regulated persons, other than 

those made for the purposes of any function the body has to represent or 

promote the interests of persons regulated by it, and 

(j) its licensing rules (if any), so far as not within paragraphs (a) to (i). 

22. Compensation arrangements, conduct rules, discipline rules, indemnification 

arrangements, practice rules and qualification regulations are defined in section 

21(2). 

23. Ordinarily, changes to guidance or policy documents that do not impose mandatory 

requirements will not be considered to be regulatory arrangements and therefore will 

not require LSB approval. However, there may be circumstances where guidance or 

policy documents fall within the meaning of an alteration or alterations to regulatory 

arrangements requiring LSB approval. The focus ought to be on content and intent, 

rather than what a particular document might be labelled as. This is most often 

relevant in circumstances where an approved regulator proposes to issue guidance 

that impose obligations on or in relation to regulated persons that are not 
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underpinned by existing regulatory arrangements – and therefore likely to require 

approval under the Act before they can have lawful effect. 

24. If approved regulators are unsure as to whether their proposals amount to an 

alteration or alterations to their regulatory arrangements, they should consult with the 

LSB in advance of implementing the relevant proposals. 

Section C: Form of Applications (Rules 5 and 6) 

Purpose 

25. The aim of rules 5 and 6 is to set out how an approved regulator must apply to the 

LSB for approval of alterations to their regulatory arrangements or request that such 

an alteration is approved by the LSB issuing a direction that it is an exempt alteration. 

26. Applications and requests need to include the relevant material, details and evidence 

specified in the Rules to allow for meaningful assessment by the LSB against the 

refusal conditions in paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

Key points 

27. Approved regulators must ensure they comply with the information requirements set 

out at Section E (for applications for approval) and rule 17 (for requests exempt 

alteration requests) of the Rules. 

28. If an approved regulator is in doubt as to whether its proposals amount to an 

alteration to regulatory arrangements that requires approval, or is appropriate for a 

request that it be treated as an exempt alteration, it should consult with the LSB. 

29. The LSB will publish on its website applications made under rule 5(1) within two 

working days of receipt. In addition, we will use our social media channels to 

publicise the receipt of applications. If any information submitted as part of the 

application is considered by the approved regulator to be confidential or commercially 

sensitive, this should be clearly explained in the cover email or letter which 

accompanies the application providing reasons as to why the information in question 

should not be published. 

30. The LSB will publish alongside the application any extension notice or warning 

notice, and its decision notice once given to the approved regulator as required under 

the Act6. 

31. Third-party correspondence relating to an application received by the LSB before a 

decision will ordinarily be published alongside the application with personal data 

redacted – see Section H Guidance on Other Issues. 

Guidance on specific rules 

Rule 5(1): applications 

6 Paragraphs 21(2), 24(1), 25(8) and 26(6) of Schedule 4 to the Act sets out the notices, and advice and representation in 

relation to a warning notice that the Board must publish. 
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32. Rule 5(1) provides that an application made by an approved regulator for alterations 

to its regulatory arrangements must be made in writing and include the information, 

evidence and material specified in Section E of the Rules. 

33. Approved regulators must make applications in accordance with this rule, unless an 

alteration is one that may be suitable for the LSB to direct as an exempt alteration or 

is covered by a general exemption direction issued by the LSB. 

Rule 5(2): exempt alterations 

34. Rule 5(2) applies to a request made by an approved regulator for the LSB to direct 

that an alteration to its regulatory arrangement is an exempt alteration. 

35. When making a request, approved regulators must comply with the information 

requirements in rule 17, and not Section E. 

36. The LSB may direct that an alteration is an exempt alteration in response to an 

application or request, or at its discretion. 

37. The LSB may from time-to-time issue general exemption directions to cover certain 

alterations or classes of alterations.7 Approved regulators should check whether their 

proposed alterations are covered by a general exemption direction before seeking 

approval. Where an approved regulator is unsure as to whether a general exemption 

direction is applicable to an alteration, it will need to seek further guidance from the 

LSB. 

Rule 6: failure to comply with information requirements 

38. Upon receipt of an application or request, the LSB will assess whether it includes all 

of the information, details, evidence and material required under the Rules. Failure to 

comply with information requirements means the application or request has not been 

properly made under the Rules. That may mean the application or request will not be 

considered by the LSB for approval or exemption and will be returned to the 

applicant. If that is the case, the LSB will notify the approved regulator of its 

assessment and reasons in writing. 

Section D: Time Limits (Rule 7) 

Purpose 

39. This Section confirms that the LSB will make a decision on an application in 

accordance with the time limits prescribed by the Act. 

40. This Section also sets out the time period for a decision by the LSB on requests for it 

to direct that an alteration is an exempt alteration. 

Key points 

41. The Act prescribes the time period within which the LSB must make a decision on an 

application and give notice of any extension. The Rules and Guidance set out the 

7 Paragraph 19(3) and (4) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 
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time period in which the LSB will make a decision on a request for an exempt 

alteration. 

42. The Act provides that the initial decision period for an application by an approved 

regulator for the LSB to approve alterations is 28 days beginning with the day on 

which the application is received (paragraph 21(4) of Schedule 4). 

43. On receipt of an application the LSB must within the 28-day initial decision period, 

notify the approved regulator of its decision, extend the initial decision period or issue 

a warning notice. Failure to notify the approved regulator within the initial decision 

period will mean the alterations are deemed to have been granted by the LSB under 

paragraph 21(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

44. The initial decision period may be extended with the consent of the approved 

regulator or by the LSB issuing an extension notice to the approved regulator 

(paragraph 21(5) of Schedule 4 to the Act). An extension notice must specify the time 

period of the extension, reasons, and end no later than 90 days from the date on 

which the application was made (paragraph 21(7) of Schedule 4 to the Act). 

45. Where the LSB issues a warning notice, it may extend the decision period for 12 

months and may further extend the decision period before it ends, provided that any 

extended period does not exceed 18 months (paragraphs 21(1)(b) and 26(3) and (5) 

of Schedule 4 to the Act). 

Guidance on specific rules (Rule 7) 

46. The LSB has discretion to make its decision on an application at any point - it is not 

constrained to doing so at the end of an initial or extended decision period. 

47. Requests for an alteration to be treated as exempt are not subject to the full approval 

procedure for applications under Schedule 4 to the Act. As such, the LSB aims to 

deal with requests promptly by making a decision within 28 days as is set out in rule 

7(b). This is consistent with the initial decision period for applications prescribed by 

the Act. The LSB may extend this period by notifying the approved regulator in 

writing – this will be for a reasonable period in the circumstances of each case. An 

extension may be required where the approved regulator has been asked to provide 

additional information. 

Section E: Information Requirements (Rules 8 to 13) 

Purpose 
48. This Section sets out the information, evidence and material an approved regulator 

must include in an application under rule 5(1). The application must include sufficient 

information to enable the LSB to assess it against the conditions for refusal under 

paragraph 25(3) of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

49. The LSB may seek further information during its consideration of an application. For 

example, this may be for detail on how the approved regulator has taken into account 
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any LSB guidance and policy that may be relevant to the proposed alterations to its 

regulatory arrangements.8 

Key points 

50. An approved regulator must address in its application all the information 

requirements detailed in rules 9 to 13 (Rule 6 deals with failure to comply with 

information requirements). 

51. An approved regulator has the option of applying using the proforma at Annex A to 

this Guidance, which summarises the information requirements in Section E. 

Alternatively an approved regulator may use its own format for the application. 

52. During its assessment of an application, the LSB may seek further information and 

details from the approved regulator, as provided for in rule 8(3). 

Guidance on specific rules 

Rule 9: regulatory objectives and better regulation principles 

53. Rule 9 provides that applications must include details on the impact of the proposals 

on the regulatory objectives. For example, evidence and research considered – 
including assessment of potential benefits and detriments against the regulatory 

objectives – by the approved regulator in formulating the proposed alterations. This 

reflects an approved regulator’s duty under section 28(1) and (2) of the Act, and the 

refusal conditions against which the LSB will assess the application. 

54. Approved regulators in discharging their regulatory functions must, so far as 

reasonably practicable, act in a way which is compatible with the regulatory 

objectives and which they consider most appropriate for the purpose of meeting 

those objectives (section 28(1) and (3) of the Act). 

55. The regulatory objectives in section 1 of the Act are: 

(a) protecting and promoting the public interest; 

(b) supporting the constitutional principle of the rule of law; 

(c) improving access to justice; 

(d) protecting and promoting the interests of consumers; 

(e) promoting competition in the provision of legal services; 

(f) encouraging an independent, strong, diverse and effective legal profession; 

(g) increasing public understanding of the citizen's legal rights and duties; 

(h) promoting and maintaining adherence to the professional principles. 

56. Section 28(3) of the Act requires that approved regulators must have regard to the 

better regulation principles and best regulatory practice. The better regulation 

principles are that regulatory activities should be: 

8 For example, the Guidance on regulatory arrangements for education and training issued under section 162 of the Act 
available here: 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/20140304_LSB_Education_And_Training_Guidance.pdf 
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(a) transparent; 

(b) accountable; 

(c) proportionate; 

(d) consistent; and 

(e) targeted only at cases in which action is needed. 

57. The duty to act so far as is reasonably practicable in a way which is compatible with 

the regulatory objectives, and thus promote them, is fundamental to the process for 

alterations to regulatory arrangements. As the regulatory objectives are of central 

importance to our assessment, approved regulators are encouraged to consider 

structuring their applications around their analysis of how the alterations comply with 

and thus promote the regulatory objectives. 

58. It will not always be the case that every regulatory objective is impacted equally by 

proposed alterations. We expect applications to focus in particular on the regulatory 

objectives which applicants consider are meaningfully engaged by their proposals. 

59. In circumstances where it is anticipated that alterations will have a negative impact 

on one or more of the regulatory objectives, applications must clearly explain the 

alteration(s) and negative impact, why the alteration is nevertheless not prejudicial to 

the regulatory objectives, and in the public interest when considered as a whole. 

Rule 10: Alterations 

60. This rule specifies the details of the proposed alterations that must be included within 

an application. ‘Alteration’ is defined in rule 1. 

61. The application must include the proposed alterations, including any regulatory 

arrangements already approved under the Act that will be amended by the proposals. 

Details on why the alterations are being made, including any defects in the regulation 

of regulated persons that the proposals will remedy, must also be included. The 

application should also include information on the purpose, intent and effect of the 

proposals, how they will be implemented and the timeframe for implementation. 

62. An assessment of whether the alterations impact on the regulation of regulated 

persons by another approved regulator(s) also needs to be included. Where there is 

impact, the details of consultation with the affected approved regulator(s), any 

regulatory conflict and how these will be resolved needs to be included. This 

requirement at rule 10(f) reflects an approved regulator’s duty under section 52 of the 

Act to make provision as is reasonably practicable to prevent regulatory conflict. An 

approved regulator in making alterations is encouraged to harmonise their regulatory 

arrangements with other approved regulators. 

63. Rule 10(g) requires that provision be made to prevent external regulatory conflicts 

where this may arise. Where they do arise, provide for resolution and to prevent 

unnecessary duplication of regulatory provisions made by an external regulatory 

body. This requirement at rule 10(g) reflects an approved regulator’s duty under 

section 54 of the Act to make provision as is reasonably practicable to prevent 

regulatory external regulatory conflict. 

64. Rule 10(h) requires an application must include any draft guide or policy intended to 

support the implementation of the alterations. These documents can give necessary 
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context to how the alterations will work in practice which may be important in 

assessing their impact on the regulatory objectives, and against the refusal 

conditions. It also may be the case that these documents may fall within the 

meaning of regulatory arrangements and having them enclosed with an application 

will assist in determining this. These documents do not necessarily have to be in 

final form – but they must be sufficiently advanced to enable meaningful 

consideration. 

65. It is important that an application provides full detail in the manner prescribed in rule 

10, on each alteration being proposed to enable the LSB to properly assess the 

application. 

Rule 11: Consultation and Engagement 

66. Rule 11 sets out the details to be included in an application relating to consultation 

and engagement by the approved regulator on its proposals, including with regulated 

persons and consumers. 

67. Consultation or engagement with those who are likely to be impacted by policy 

changes is an integral part of policy development. This is an opportunity to explain to 

stakeholders what alterations are being made and why, and gives them an 

opportunity to comment on the proposals. It also provides an opportunity for 

stakeholders, including those with different perspectives, to raise issues in relation to 

the impact of the proposals, including on persons with protected characteristics. This 

may identify possible risks for the approved regulator to consider and address for 

their consultees, and as appropriate in finalising its alterations. 

68. We expect applications to include content on the issues raised through consultation 

and engagement, explaining any consequential amendments to its proposals, or if no 

changes have been made in response, why. 

69. Proportionate consultation and engagement will help ensure approved regulators 

have the evidence base required to assess the impact of alterations on the regulatory 

objectives and having regard to the better regulation principles. 

70. We expect approved regulators to explain their approach to consultation and 

engagement and to provide an explanation of why its approach to consultation, or 

lack of consultation in relation to a specific set of alterations is reasonable, 

proportionate and not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives overall. 

Rule 12: Impact Assessments 

71. Rule 12 provides that applications must include: 

a. an assessment undertaken by the approved regulator of the impact of its 

proposals on persons with protected characteristics as defined by section 

4 of the Equality Act 2010 and 

b. an assessment of the impact of the proposals on regulated persons, 

consumers and the public interest. 

72. The LSB expects that approved regulators will collect and use diversity data to help 

inform policy development. Where appropriate, approved regulators should make use 

of this data to inform impact assessments of proposed alterations. We do not expect 

this assessment of the impact of the alterations on those with protected 
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characteristics to focus solely on avoiding or mitigating negative impacts. This should 

also provide an opportunity for approved regulators to demonstrate the following thus 

promoting the regulatory objective to encourage an independent, strong, diverse and 

effective legal profession. First, that they are developing approaches which could 

help to dismantle barriers to a diverse and inclusive legal profession at all levels. 

Second that they are advancing equality of opportunity between persons who share 

protected characteristics and persons who do not. 

73. As such, applications must include details on measures to advance equality of 

opportunity as appropriate and mitigate any adverse impacts on persons with 

protected characteristics. An application needs to also include, if relevant, details of 

why any remaining adverse impact is proportionate, reasonable and not prejudicial to 

the regulatory objectives overall. We expect that this assessment will be 

proportionate to the proposals. 

74. Applications must also include an assessment of the impact of the alterations on 

regulated persons, consumers and the public interest along with any measures to 

mitigate adverse impacts. Where adverse impact remains, an explanation of why 

this is proportionate, reasonable and will not be prejudicial to the regulatory 

objectives overall. Where significant changes to the regulatory framework are 

proposed, an approved regulator must undertake a proportionately more detailed 

assessment of the potential impact on the regulated persons, consumers and the 

public interest. 

75. Approved regulators should include within any assessment, detail of any identified 

positive impacts that are relevant to the overall impact of the alterations on the 

regulatory objectives. 

Rule 13: Evaluation and Monitoring 

76. Rule 13 requires applications to include information on how the actual impact of 

alterations will be evaluated and monitored once they have effect. 

77. We expect applications to include specific plans for what actions will be taken to 

evaluate and monitor the impact of the alterations. This should include detail on the 

methods of evaluation, monitoring and timescales for carrying out the work. 

78. The implementation of evaluation and monitoring plans will be assessed as part of 

the LSB’s regulatory performance assessment framework. 

Section F: Warning Notice, Advice and Representation (Rule 14) 

Purpose 

79. Rule 14 applies only where the LSB issues a warning notice to an approved regulator 

notifying that it is considering refusing an application under paragraph 21(1)(b) of 

Schedule 4 to the Act. 

80. Where the LSB receives from persons it invites advice on whether the application 

should be granted, the approved regulator may make representations on that advice 

(paragraphs 22 and 23 of Schedule 4 to the Act). Rule 14 provides that the approved 
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regulator may make such representations in accordance with the Representation 

Rules9. 

81. The LSB must publish any advice and representations received in accordance with 

paragraph 24, Schedule 4 to the Act. 

Section G: Exemption Direction (Rules 15 to 17) 

Purpose 

82. This Section reflects provisions under the Act that provide an exemption direction 

issued by the LSB may be specific or general, in response to a request for exemption 

from an approved regulator or at the LSB’s discretion. It sets out the information 

requirements that apply to a request for exemption made by an approved regulator. 

Key points 

83. Rule 17 sets out the information the approved regulator needs to include in a request 

for an exempt alteration. This is required by the LSB to assess whether the proposed 

alteration(s) is suitable for exemption. A request for exemption is to be used in 

circumstances where an approved regulator considers its alterations are suitable for 

exemption from the full approval process. 

Guidance on specific rules 

84. The information requirements in rule 17 are similar to the Section E application 

requirements but are not as detailed given that exemptions are usually only 

applicable for minor and non-controversial changes or where time is of the essence. 

Requests for exemption must include: 

a. A summary of the alteration, its purpose intent, effect and impact – why is 

the alteration necessary? 

b. The alteration(s) and the regulatory arrangements it will amend, if any. 

We expect this to include information on any alteration to the regulatory 

arrangements approved over the past 2 years. 

c. A summary of an assessment under rule 9 of the impact of the alteration 

on the regulatory objectives, and measures to mitigate any adverse 

impacts, and if not, why that is not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives 

overall. 

d. details of why the approved regulator considers the alteration is 

necessary, and appropriate for an exemption direction. 

e. The timeframe for implementation. 

f. A summary of any consultation undertaken proportionate to the alteration, 

or if not why. This should include any earlier consultations on the 

https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/New%20folder%20(2)/FINAL_Rules_for_making_oral_and_ 
written_representations_and_giving_oral_and_written_evidence.pdf 
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regulatory arrangements being altered, and any issues identified in that 

consultation that the alteration may address. 

g. A summary of an assessment of the impact of the alteration, including on 

persons with protected characteristics, and if not why. We expect such an 

assessment, if carried out, to be proportionate to the alteration. If there 

are adverse impacts, information on any mitigating measures and if there 

are none, why this is reasonable, proportionate, and not prejudicial to the 

regulatory objectives overall. This is likely to include information on the 

number or proportion of regulated persons and consumers that will be 

affected by the alteration. 

h. A summary of any evaluation and monitoring of impact of the alteration 

once it has effect, and if not why. 

85. The information set out in rule 17 is intended to focus on the significance, impact and 

risk of the proposed alteration. 

86. The LSB may seek further information from the approved regulator during its 

assessment of a request for exemption. For example, this may be for detail on how 

the approved regulator has taken into account any LSB guidance and policy that may 

be relevant to the proposed alterations to its regulatory arrangements.10 

87. Where the LSB directs an exempt alteration, it will notify the approved regulator and 

publish the notice on its website. 

88. Where the LSB does not issue an exemption direction in response to a request for 

exemption, it will notify the approved regulator of its reasons in writing. It may be the 

case that the proposal is not an alteration to regulatory arrangements or is not 

appropriate for an exemption direction. An alteration may not be appropriate for 

exemption if for example it involves more than a very minor change to regulatory 

arrangements or raises issues that are potentially prejudicial to the regulatory 

objectives. In that case, the approved regulator may need to prepare and submit an 

application to seek approval of the alterations. 

89. We expect approved regulators to consider and respond to each question in 

paragraph 84 above in conducting their own assessment as well as in their request 

for exemption to the LSB. An optional proforma that summarises the information 

required for requests for exemption can be found at Annex B to this Guidance. 

Alternatively, an approved regulator may use its own format for the request. 

Section H: Guidance on Other Issues 

Guidance on pre-application engagement 

90. There may be instances where an approved regulator may be uncertain as to the 

application of the Rules and Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act, including the information 

requirements, to its proposals. In such circumstance the LSB may provide informal 

10 For example, the Guidance on regulatory arrangements for education and training issued under section 162 of the Act 
available here: 
https://legalservicesboard.org.uk/what_we_do/regulation/pdf/20140304_LSB_Education_And_Training_Guidance.pdf 
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feedback on such proposals before an application or request for exemption is 

submitted. 

91. Pre-application engagement is intended to give guidance on how the Rules apply to 

an approved regulator’s proposed alterations. For example, guidance may be on 

matters an approved regulator needs to consider and assess, to be in a position to 

include with their application all of the relevant information. 

92. Any feedback provided on proposals is at the LSB’s discretion; it does not pre-judge 

or fetter the LSB’s discretion in assessing an application or request for exemption. 

The LSB will make its decision on the merits of an application or request for 

exemption once made in accordance with Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act. 

93. The Rules and Guidance are intended to provide clarity on the matters that 

applications and requests for exemption need to address. Consequently, feedback 

will not be given routinely on any draft applications or requests for exemption, and 

the LSB will likely only do so on complex, high-risk proposals or those that may have 

a significant impact on the regulatory objectives. Approved regulators may wish to 

show the LSB a preliminary draft of such applications for guidance. 

Guidance on third party correspondence 

94. The LSB may consider correspondence from stakeholders on applications, if 

received before a decision is made. We will review such correspondence to assess 

whether issues material to our consideration of the application are raised. 

95. We may raise issues so identified with the approved regulator if they have not been 

addressed in the application to our satisfaction. Third party correspondence we 

receive during our assessment of an application will ordinarily be published on our 

website alongside the application with any personal data redacted unless a request is 

made to keep the correspondence confidential. 

96. The LSB may make its decision at any time during the assessment period (see 

Section E). Third party correspondence received on an application after a decision 

has been made will not be considered in the LSB’s assessment of the application 
and decision. 
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Annex A: Optional Proforma/Information required in an application 

Information requirements: application by approved regulators for 

approval by the LSB of alterations to their regulation arrangements 

under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Legal Services Act 2007 (the Act) 

Summary 

An application by an approved regulator for approval by the LSB of alterations to their regulatory 

arrangements under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act must include the information set out in this 

proforma, which summarises the requirements for applications under the Rules.11 

Use of this proforma for making applications is optional to assist applicants. 

An approved regulator must comply with the Rules and have regard to the Guidance in applying 

to the LSB. In case of conflict between the Rules, Guidance and the Act, the provisions of the 

Act prevail. 

As set out in paragraph 90 of the Guidance, the LSB may provide informal feedback on some 

proposals before an application is submitted. 

The approved regulator submitting an application takes responsibility for the accuracy and 

completeness of the information provided. 

On receipt of an application, the LSB will acknowledge receipt and confirm to the approved 

regulator in writing the end date for the initial decision period of 28 days, subject to any 

extension by consent or notice, or as a consequence of a warning notice given by the LSB. The 

LSB will notify the approved regulator of its decision pursuant to paragraph 25(6) of Schedule 4 

to the Act and publish that notice on its website. 

11 The information requirements in Section E of the Rules are summarised here. 
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Publication 

We publish all applications on our website, along with any extension notice, warning notice and 

the decision notice once made. 

Ordinarily we publish third party correspondence received on applications with personal data 

redacted unless a request is made to keep it confidential. 

Confidential or commercially sensitive information 

If any information submitted as part of the application is considered by the approved regulator to 

be confidential or commercially sensitive, please state this in the cover email or letter which 

accompanies the application and provide reasons as to why the information in question should 

not be published. 

Contents 

I. Summary/Overview. 
II. Regulatory objectives and better regulation principles – details on the impact of the 

proposals on the regulatory objectives, including assessment of potential benefits and 
detriments against those objectives, having regard to the better regulation principles. 
Where there are negative impacts, how the alterations nonetheless comply with and thus 
promote the regulatory objectives overall and are in the public interest. 

III. Alterations 
a. Full details and explanation of each alteration. This includes a schedule of changes, 

a track change word document or any other method the approved regulator 
considers appropriate. 

b. Rationale, intent, purpose, and effect of each alteration, including detail on any 
defect in the regulation of regulated persons that will be remedied by the alteration. 

c. Details on how and when the alterations will be implemented. 
d. An assessment of whether the alterations impact on the regulation of regulated 

persons by another approved regulator or approved regulators, and where there is 
impact details of consultation with the affected approved regulator, any regulatory 
conflict and how it will be resolved. 

e. The above applies to any conflict with an external regulatory body – and include 
measures to prevent unnecessary duplication of regulatory provisions. 

IV. Consultation and Engagement: Information on the consultation/engagement undertaken by 
the approved regulator when developing the proposals. This must include information on 
the approved regulator’s consideration of any responses to the consultation, any 
consequential changes made to the alterations, and an explanation of why the approach to 
consultation and engagement was proportionate in the circumstances. 

V. Impact Assessment: An assessment of the impact of the alterations on persons with 
protected characteristics as defined by section 4 of the Equality Act 2010 along with details 
of any measures to mitigate any adverse impacts and why any remaining adverse impact is 
proportionate, reasonable and not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives overall. To include 
details on how the alterations advance equality of opportunity between persons who share 
protected characteristics and persons who do not, and on how the alterations support the 
aim of dismantle barriers to a diverse and inclusive profession where relevant. 

VI. An assessment of the impact of the alterations on the conduct of legal services by 
regulated persons, consumers and the public interest, along with details of measures to 
mitigate any adverse impacts. Where adverse impact remains, explain why this is 
proportionate, reasonable and will not be prejudicial to the regulatory objectives overall. If 
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significant alterations to the regulatory framework is proposed, an approved regulator must 
undertake a proportionately more detailed assessment of the potential impact on the 
regulated persons, consumers and the public interest. 

VII. Information on the evaluation and monitoring the approved regulator will undertake of the 
impact of the alterations once they have been implemented. 

VIII. Any draft guide or policy that will support implementation of the alterations. 

The minimum level of information we expect from approved regulators is set out in the bullet 

points above. However, additional information may be provided, for example by reference to the 

Guidance. The LSB may also request further information. 

Submission 

We would prefer to receive applications electronically, but hard copy applications are also 

welcome. Applications should be sent to: 

Email: schedule4approvals@legalservicesboard.org.uk 

Posted applications should be sent to: 

Legal Services Board 

3rd floor, The Rookery 

2 Dyott Street 

London 

WC1A 1DE 

Information required in an application 

I. Summary and overview 

Briefly summarise the application 

II. Regulatory objectives and better regulation principles (rule 9) 

Provide details on the impact of the proposals on the regulatory objectives, including 

assessment of potential benefits and detriments against those objectives, having regard to 

the better regulation principles. Where there are negative impacts, how the alterations 

nonetheless comply with and thus promote the regulatory objectives overall and are in the 

public interest. Please focus on those regulatory objectives that are meaningfully engaged by 

the proposals. 
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III. Alterations detail of each proposed alteration (rule 10) 

This must provide full details on, and explanation of each alteration, including any 
regulatory arrangements they will amend. This can include a schedule of changes, a track 
change word document or any other method the approved regulator considers appropriate. 
Details must include: (a) the rationale, intent, purpose, and effect of each alteration; (b) if 
applicable, the gap or defect in existing regulatory arrangements that the alteration is 
intended to remedy (c) how and when the alterations will be implemented; (d) assessment 
of whether the alterations impact on the regulation of regulated persons by another 
approved regulator or approved regulators, and where there is impact details of 
consultation with the affected approved regulator(s), any regulatory conflict and how it will 
be resolved; and (e) the details in (d) applies to any conflict with an external regulatory 
body and include measures to prevent unnecessary duplication of regulatory provisions. 

(a) Rationale, intent, purpose, and effect of proposed alterations 

This section should include information and evidence setting out: 

why the approved regulator is making the alteration or alterations. 

what defects are intended to be remedied. 

what the intent, purpose and effect of the alteration or alterations will be. 

what impact the proposals are anticipated to have on the regulatory objectives. 

(b) The gap or defect in existing regulatory arrangements that the alteration is 
intended to remedy 
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(c) Implementation 

Detail setting out how and when the alteration or alterations will be implemented. 

(d) and (e) Impact on other regulated persons/approved regulators 

Provide an assessment of whether the alteration or alterations impact on the regulation of 
regulated persons by another approved regulator or approved regulators. If there is impact 
please provide detail of any consultation or engagement with the affected regulator and 
details of any regulatory conflict and how such conflict will be addressed. 

IV. Consultation and Engagement (rule 11) 

Provide detail of the consultation and engagement process undertaken when developing the 
proposals leading to the alterations. This must include detail of any responses/feedback along 
with information on your consideration of that, and any consequential changes to the 
alterations. This section must also provide an explanation of why the approach taken to 
consultation and engagement was proportionate in the circumstances. 

V. & VI. Impact Assessment (rule 12) 

a) Equality impact assessment: Provide an assessment of the impact of the alterations on 
persons with protected characteristics as defined by section 4 of the Equality Act 2010. Please 
include in this section details of any positive impacts as well as any adverse impacts, 
measures that will be implemented to mitigate any adverse impacts, and on why any 
remaining adverse impact is proportionate, reasonable, and not prejudicial to the regulatory 
objectives overall. To include details on the consideration given to how the alterations 
advance equality of opportunity between persons who share protected characteristics and 
persons who do not and support the aim of dismantle barriers to a diverse and inclusive 
profession where relevant. 

b) Impact on regulated persons, consumers and the public interest 
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Provide an assessment of the impact of the alteration or alterations on the conduct of legal 
services by regulated persons, consumers and the public interest. Please include in this 
section details of any measures to mitigate any adverse impacts. Where adverse impact 
remains, an explanation of why this is proportionate, reasonable and will not be prejudicial to 
the regulatory objectives overall. 

Where significant alterations to the regulatory framework are proposed, an approved regulator 
must undertake a proportionately more detailed assessment of the potential impact on the 
regulated persons, consumers and the public interest. 

VII. Evaluation and monitoring 

Provide full details on the evaluation and monitoring the approved regulator will undertake to 
assess the impact of the alterations once they have been implemented. This should include 
specific plans and timescales for carrying out the monitoring and evaluation work. 

VIII. Any draft guide or policy that will support implementation of the alterations 

These documents can give necessary context to how the alterations will work in practice 
which may be important in assessing their impact on the regulatory objectives, and against 
the refusal conditions. It also may be the case that these documents may fall within the 
meaning of regulatory arrangements and having them enclosed with an application will 
assist in determining this. 
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Annex B: Optional Proforma/Information required in a request for an exempt alteration 

Information requirements: request by an approved regulator for the 

LSB to direct an alteration to their regulation arrangements is exempt 

under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Legal Services Act 2007 (the Act) 

Summary 

A request by an approved regulator for the LSB to direct that an alteration is to be treated as an 

exempt alteration under Part 3 of Schedule 4 to the Act must include the information set out in 

this proforma, which summarises the requirements in the Rules.12 

Use of this proforma for making requests for an exempt alteration is optional to assist 

applicants. 

An approved regulator must comply with the Rules and have regard to the Guidance in making a 

request to the LSB. In case of conflict between the Rules, Guidance and the Act, the provisions 

of the Act prevail. 

As set out in paragraph 90 of the Guidance, the LSB may provide informal feedback on proposals 

before a request is submitted. 

The approved regulator submitting an application takes responsibility for the accuracy and 

completeness of the information provided. 

A request for exemption is to be used in circumstances where an approved regulator considers 

its alterations are suitable for exemption from the full approval process, having regard to the 

Rules and Guidance. 

The LSB will assess the request and make a decision within 28 days of receipt, subject to any 

reasonable extension. Where an exemption direction is given by the LSB it will give notice to the 

approved regulator and published it on the LSB website. 

Where the LSB does not direct that an alteration is exempt it will notify the approved regulator in 

writing of its reasons. The approved regulator may need to submit an application under the 

Rules for approval of alterations to regulatory arrangements. 

12 The information requirements in rule 17 of the Rules are summarised here. 
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Contents 

I. Summary/Overview 
II. Summary of proposed alteration, its purpose intent, effect, and impact– why is the 

alteration necessary?. 
III. Full details of the alteration(s) and the regulatory arrangements it will amend, if any. This 

can be done by way of a schedule of changes, a track change word document or any other 
method the Approved Regulator considers appropriate. Please include information on any 
alteration to the regulatory arrangements that will be altered under the request, approved 
over the past 2 years. 

IV. A summary of an assessment under rule 9 of the Rules, of the impact of the alteration on 
the regulatory objectives, and measures to mitigate any adverse impacts, and if not, why 
that is not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives overall. 

V. Timeframe for implementation. 
VI. A summary of any consultation undertaken or if not why. Include any consultations within 

the previous 2 years on the regulatory arrangements being altered, and any issues 
identified in that consultation that the alteration may address. 

VII. A summary of an assessment of the impact of the alteration, including on persons with 
protected characteristics, and if not why. This is likely to include information on the number 
or proportion of regulated persons and consumers that will be affected by the alteration. 

VIII. A summary of any evaluation and monitoring of impact of the alteration once it has effect, 

and if not why. 

The minimum level of information we expect from approved regulators is set out in the above 

bullet points. However, additional information may be provided, for example by reference to the 

Guidance. The LSB may also request further information. 

Submission 

We would prefer to receive requests electronically, but a hard copy is also welcome. 

Completed requests should be sent to: 

Email: schedule4approvals@legalservicesboard.org.uk 

Posted applications should be sent to: 

Legal Services Board 

3rd floor, The Rookery 

2 Dyott Street 

London 

WC1A 1DE 
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Proforma for a request for exemption direction 

Required Content 

I. Summary/Overview 

Briefly summarise the proposed alteration 

II. Summary of proposed alteration, its purpose intent, effect, and impact 

Summarise each alteration, its purpose, intent, effect and impact. Why is the alteration 
necessary? Please ensure that this section can be read and understood by those without detailed 
prior knowledge of the proposals or regulatory arrangements. 

III. The alteration 

Provide full details of each alteration, and the regulatory arrangements it will amend, if any. 
This can be done by way of a schedule of changes, a track change word document or any 
other method the Approved Regulator considers appropriate. Include information on any 
alteration to the regulatory arrangements that will be altered under the request, approved 
over the past 2 years. 

IV. Impact on regulatory objectives 

A summary of an assessment under rule 9 of the Rules, of the impact of the alteration on 
the regulatory objectives, and measures to mitigate any adverse impacts, and if not, why 
that is not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives overall. 

V. Timeframe for implementation 
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VI. Consultation 

A summary of any consultation undertaken or if not why. Include any earlier consultations 
on the regulatory arrangements being altered, and any issues identified in that consultation 
that the alteration proposed in the request may address. 

VII. Impact assessment 

Regulated community/consumers 

A summary of an assessment of the impact of the alteration, including on persons with 
protected characteristics, and if not why. This is likely to include information on the number 
or proportion of regulated persons and consumers that will be affected by the alteration. 

If there are adverse impacts, information on any mitigating measures and if there are 
none, why this is reasonable, proportionate, and not prejudicial to the regulatory objectives 
overall. We expect this assessment to include information, if relevant, on how the 
alteration advances equality of opportunity between persons who share relevant protected 
characteristics and persons who do not. 

VIII. A summary of any evaluation and monitoring of impact of the alteration once it has 

effect, and if not why. 
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